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Workpackages
• Literature review on attention guiding methods

• Design and implement a suitable virtual environment including at least two attention guiding methods 

• Design of the user study

• Pilot study / proof of concept

• Final presentation

• Written report 

Start: December 2020

Tasks
In this project, you get the opportunity to implement several methods for guiding attention in VR and
design a user study, using consumer grade VR hardware. Following a literature review where you
identify the most promising attentionl guiding methods, it is your task to implement design and
implement a virtual environment that has to be completed following a predetermined procedure. Then,
you will design and implement at least two attention guiding methods based on the literature review and
your own ideas. Finally, you will design a controlled user study that allows to assess the effectiveness of
the attention guiding measures your implemented. For this purpose, you will also need to identify and
implement mesures that enable you to quantify the effectiveness of your attention guiding methods.

You will present your work in a final presentation to the ICVR lab. Finally, you will summarize your
results in a written report.
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Overview
Recent research in Virtual Reality (VR) further emphasized the
enormous potential of VR applications in industrial or
educational settings. In such goal driven VR applications, users
are usually required to follow a pre-determined procedure.
Recent research furthermore indicates that users tend to get
lost or overwhelmed in a Virtual Environment (VE) and fail to
focus on the relevant content. Therefore, deliberately guiding
users’ attention appears to be a promising design feature for
goal driven VR applications.

Results
• The results of this thesis need to be summarized in a written report and will be represented to the 

ICVR in a 20min talk.
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